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David and the Hunter – 1 Samuel 24 
WCP 

Intro 
So there they were; just the two of them now – the hunter and the hunted - alone in the 

darkness; and in the most unlikely twist of fate (or was it divine providence?), with knife in 
hand, the hunted man now has a clear path to take his revenge on the man he’s been fleeing 
from.  But, rather than carry out vengeance by his own hand, in an act of free/unmerited grace, 
he sets his enemy free; unwilling to become the man the hunter has wrongly assumed him to 
be all these years, and leaving justice + even his own vindication, to God. 

I’m speaking, of course, of that powerful scene near the end of Victor Hugo’s classic 
novel turned Broadway musical Les Miserables when Jean Valjean has the chance to kill 
inspector Javert but chooses, instead, to set him free.  I don’t know whether Hugo had this 
scene from 1 Samuel 24 in mind when he wrote his classic tale in 1862 or not, but what you 
clearly see illustrated in both stories is the surprising/disarming/truly transforming power that 
results whenever someone whose been transformed by grace themselves offers grace to an 
enemy instead of retribution, however justly deserved.  

 
We’re continuing this morning in our teaching series “After God’s Own Heart” looking 

at the life of a man named David chronicled for us in the OT books of 1 and 2 Samuel; a man 
who the bible itself describes this way as “after God’s own heart.”  And as we continue to trace 
the winding/unpredictable path of David’s from his anointing to be the next king of Israel to his 
actually becoming king, what we see in our passage today is a veritable case study of what it 
looks like for the one seeking to be after God’s own heart to be presented with the opportunity 
to take justice into their own hands. How will David now respond to this opportunity so clearly 
set up by God to take vengeance on this man whose been hunting him? How would you 
respond? 

And I think that question in particular is what makes this passage still so incredibly 
relevant to look at today, b/c every single one of us here are presented with this same 
opportunity in our own lives all the time.  Now, no, you’re likely not faced with the question of 
whether or not to take the life of someone in the bathroom stall next to you, but you are 
regularly faced with the opportunity to carry out justice against someone who has wronged 
you; and – like David/Jean Valjean – when faced with that opportunity, we all have to decide 
whether or not we’re willing to take short-cuts to what we believe God’s purposes for us are, 
and whether or not we truly trust God to vindicate us when we’ve been treated unjustly. 

And in order to help us learn how David was enabled to respond rightly to this 
opportunity and how we can learn more and more to respond as he did when faced with these 
kinds of opportunities in our own lives, I want to look at our passage together with you in just 
two ways.  I want to show you: Resisting shortcuts to promise and then Overcoming 
roadblocks to promise (x2). 
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So, if you’ve closed your bibles, please open them again to 1 Samuel 24 and follow along 
with me as we look at this next scene in the life David; a man after God’s own heart. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ok, so let’s look first of all at: 

1. Resisting shortcuts to promise – vss. 1-7 

Now, of course, in any discussion about shortcuts I’d want to differentiate right away 
between taking a shortcut and simply learning to do something more efficiently; I’m all for 
working smarter not harder.  But just listen to anyone who’s accomplished anything truly great 
in their lives (Olympic medal – great marriage) and they’ll all repeat some version of, “There are 
no shortcuts to getting here!” “Taking shortcuts will get you more quickly to the place you don’t 
want to be than they’ll get you to the place you’re seeking.” 

And yet, shortcuts are an interesting thing; b/c while we likely would all respond negatively 
to others taking shortcuts when it comes to things that are important to us (you don’t exactly 
want your dentist to skip the waiting until your mouth is frozen part before he starts drilling 
your root canal), we seem to be a great deal more open to considering them as a viable 
alternative whenever a shortcut appears to make some task we have to accomplish 
easier/faster/etc.  i.e. it wasn’t difficult at all for me as a skinny, 95 lb junior high kid to consider 
taking the 6-week/no-working-out-needed shortcut to looking like Arnold Schwarzenegger that 
Joe Weider promised with his protein powder shakes.    

 
And, as it relates to shortcuts, although there’s all kinds of other layers/sub-narratives going 

on in this story, at the end of the day, this opportunity David has to kill Saul/carry out 
vengeance on him is – essentially – the opportunity to take a shortcut to the throne that God 
has promised David will one day be his, which we saw back in Ch. 16 when the prophet Samuel 
was sent to anoint one of Jesse’s sons as the next king and David is the one God reveals as His 
choice; with a single blow from his sword David can end all the waiting/politics/running for his 
life and hiding in caves and be on the fast-track to palace life. 

And when you look at vs. 4 you see this opportunity isn’t just obvious to David, it’s obvious 
to everyone else in his army as well!  Look with me there, his men all say (READ vs. 4a).  

But, when you get to vs. 4b-5 and – instead of returning with Saul’s head like he did with 
Goliath – David returns with nothing more than a corner of Saul’s robe, and conscience-stricken 
for even having done that, you can understand why David’s men are massively confused and 
need to be restrained from going and taking care of Saul themselves.  
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And as you read this first section of our passage, at the very least, the questions you come 
out of these first seven verses with are: 

1. Why would David not take this opportunity that the LORD had given him to deal with 
Saul? 

2. If he hadn’t even so much as scratched Saul, why is David conscience-stricken about 
cutting off the edge of Saul’s robe? 

Well, let me deal with the second question first, and then we’ll talk about why David would 
pass on this opportunity God had given him.   
The short answer as to why David felt so conscience-stricken about cutting off the edge of 
Saul’s robe is that, all through the bible, the outer robe someone wore had tremendous 
significance as to their position/status; whether it was the robe of a king/high 
priest/prophet/patriarch of the family; in fact there are two key instances before this in 1 
Samuel where someone’s robe carries this deep significance: Ch. 15 when Saul tears Samuel’s 
robe, and Samuel tells Saul so will the kingdom be torn from you and given to another, and Ch. 
18 when Saul’s son Jonathan gives David his royal robe, conferring a kind of royal status on 
David as a token of his love for him.  And so, in cutting off the edge of Saul’s robe, what David 
intends is a symbolic act of vengeance against Saul saying, basically, “Piece by piece I will take 
your position of royalty from you.”  And no sooner has he given into this desire, then his 
conscience convicts him and he says in vs. 6 (READ vs. 6).  
But as to the first question, and why David would pass on this opportunity from the LORD to 
take vengeance on his enemy, the simple answer is that (as every commentator I read noted as 
well) there is no record anywhere of the LORD ever telling David, “I will give your enemy into 
your hands for you to deal with as you wish.” So, where did David’s men come up with that 
quote? Well … ok, so maybe God didn’t exactly say those words, but – just use your common 
sense David! - clearly that’s what God’s intending for you to understand here as He’s led the 
enemy that’s been hunting you all this time, unguarded, right into your hands! 
App 

And that’s where I just want to stop/camp out for a minute as we think about how this 
plays out in our own lives today.  B/c, here’s the thing: the voice of David’s men in your life 
today/mine is shows up as the inner-monologue that plays inside all of our heads whenever you 
come across an opportunity to strike back at someone who’s treated you unjustly/harmed you 
in some way; it’s the voice that confuses opportunity with divine endorsement, conveniently 
forgetting that God is not the only One who presents us with opportunities in life; and even 
Jesus Himself was presented with an “opportunity” by Satan in the wilderness to take a 
shortcut to redemption without having to experience the suffering of the cross.  

And so - beyond having no recollection of God ever making such a promise to him - the 
thing that enabled David to see killing Saul as nothing more than a shortcut to realizing God’s 
promise to him is that he was self-aware enough/sensitive enough to the Spirit’s voice to 
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recognize that in listening to the voice of his men, he’d have to sacrifice his character in order 
to gain the throne. 

And what David knew then, you can apply to any “opportunity” you’re faced with today, 
viz. if the opportunity to find justice/security/happiness/sexual intimacy/relational fulfilment 
means sacrificing your integrity/values/what you clearly know to be right from God’s word, 
then it’s a shortcut, and it will only get you more quickly to a place you don’t want to be, viz. 
further and further from the heart of God. 

 
 
 
 

 
Ok, so that’s resisting shortcuts to the promise.  The last thing I want to show you from our 
passage is: 

2. Overcoming roadblocks to promise – vss. 8-22 

And I want to spend a few minutes looking at this b/c – although David doesn’t want to take 
shortcuts to realizing God’s promise – he does still want to realize it; and a very clear roadblock 
in his path to seeing God’s promise realized is Saul who is presently seeking to hunt David down 
and kill him before that can ever happen.   
And what I want to show you from the remaining verses in our passage is how David is enabled 
to overcome this roadblock to God’s promise, not by seeking to take matters into his own 
hands (which, as we just saw, he had the opportunity to do) but by submitting himself to God 
and trusting Him to bring about justice for the very real wrongs that had been committed 
against him.    
Which I think is a core faith issue for a lot of us and the reason we so often seek to take justice 
into our own hands. Why? B/c although we might say we believe God sees perfectly and that 
He will bring about justice one day for every evil deed, we don’t truly believe that day is coming 
or maybe just that His justice will be as severe as we believe the crimes against us deserve. 
Now, some of that is based on the miscarriage of justice we sometimes see in our legal systems 
today, but I think underneath that is really a functional-atheism when it comes to the justice of 
God. 
But, as you read on, what you see is that it’s only a fundamental trust in the justice of God that 
keeps David from taking vengeance on Saul himself; for we can’t forget that in many of these 
Ancient Near Eastern cultures at this time lex talionis/“eye for an eye” was the law of the land 
(which anyone who has siblings already fully understands); and although there were special 
protections for royalty, generally speaking, if someone was trying to kill you and you killed them 
instead, nobody had a problem with that; which is just to say it’s not as if David had no just 
cause to take Saul’s life when he had the opportunity in the cave. 
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But now here, not only does David let Saul get away unpunished, look at what he does in vs. 8 
(READ vs. 8)! Which is crazy, right?  I mean, obviously David had never seen a horror movie 
before b/c – generally speaking – when someone’s hunting/trying to kill you, you don’t come 
out from your hiding spot and call out to them, “Hey!  I’m over here!” 
And yet, so deep is David’s trust in God’s ability to vindicate him before Saul and to fulfil what 
He’s promised, he not only reveals himself to Saul, he also lowers himself to the most 
humble/vulnerable of positions – prostrate/face to the ground – so that (if he wanted to) Saul 
could easily carry out his murderous plot against him. 
And then in vss. 9-15 what you see is, really, David pleading his innocence before Saul/revealing 
just how wrong he’s been about him, all on the basis of his demonstrated act of mercy to spare 
Saul’s life – as evidenced by the corner of his robe he holds - when he had every 
opportunity/justification to take it.  But look closely at vss. 12, 15 – as much as David is 
speaking to Saul, he recognizes an invisible third party to whom he is truly submitting his 
appeal.  You see, David says (READ vss. 12, 15). 
And then he waits - having submitted himself to Saul and ultimately to God – and what is the 
result? Well, as vss. 16-21 clearly reveal, Saul’s own conscience is now stricken and the king of 
Israel is reduced to weeping repentance before David; so powerfully transforming to him is this 
underserved act of grace in the face of his unjust pursuit of David to kill him.  Vs. 19 really 
highlights the core of his wonder at this amazing grace demonstrated to him; he says (READ vs. 
19).  And although the law of lex talionis would say, “no”, the law of grace responds with a 
soul-undoing “YES!!”   
App 

And as we think about what this could look like in real-time in your life/mine today, I 
don’t think you need to look any farther for a place to apply this than that wound, unjustly 
inflicted upon you by someone else, and to ask the question: as I seek justice for this wrong 
committed against me to whom am I looking to bring it about? Am I trusting in God to bring 
about justice for me, or do I believe I have to bring about justice myself? 

Now, whenever someone suggests the idea of trusting in God to bring about justice, 
there are invariably at least two responses: 

1. Are you saying it’s wrong to desire justice for myself when someone has wronged 
me, criminally or not? 

And the answer to that is absolutely not!  It’s not at all wrong to desire that justice be 
carried out when you’ve been wronged, or even to play a part in seeing it happen yourself.  
Remember, at a fundamental level, the reason you desire justice in the first place is b/c you 
were made in the image/likeness of a triune God who is just; and so to desire justice is simply to 
image the One who created you.  And beyond that, it’s important to recognize in our passage 
that David is also desiring justice for the wrongs committed against him, and God is using him 
to play a part in seeing that justice happen. The only difference (and this is key) is that - for 
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David – he understands himself as nothing more than the plaintiff, and God as the One who is 
the Judge.   

And I think for most of us,  this is where we go wrong in our desire for justice; b/c when 
somebody wrongs us/treats us unjustly/unfairly, you don’t simply want to plead your case 
before the judge, you want to be prosecuting attorney, judge, jury, and the executioner (and 
probably that court stenographer as well who keeps a written record of everything everyone 
says).  But the problem with that is that it assumes a level of omniscience/seeing of every detail 
and heart motive that is impossible for anyone but God to have, and is therefore much closer to 
vengeance than it is to justice.  So yes, seek justice; God’s word commands us to do as much; 
just also acknowledge the reality that your limited viewpoint and the sin that clouds all of our 
judgement can very often lead you to hand down a judgement that is not truly just. 

2. That might be helpful for a lot of people, but you don’t know what’s been done to 
me.  I wish my only struggle was that someone was hunting me to take my life. 

And if that’s the place where you’re coming from this morning; a place where you know 
you can’t bring about justice for yourself b/c no amount of eyes/teeth taken could ever make 
up for what’s been taken from you, first of all, my heart breaks for you; and secondly, my 
prayer is that you would find the most hope of any of us in David’s actions; b/c – don’t you see 
– the reason David entrusted justice to the God who truly sees/knows all, was b/c he knew that 
he was leaving judgement for the crimes committed against him in the hands of the only One 
who could truly bring about justice, and in a way that his own hands never could. 

Centuries later, Jesus Himself would display that very same action when He - the truly 
innocent One - was falsely accused/beaten/mocked/spit on/crucified like a common criminal; 
experiencing injustice upon injustice.  His friend/disciple Peter describes it this way in 1 Peter 
2:22-23 “He committed no sin, neither was any deceit found in His mouth. When He was reviled 
He did not revile in return; when He suffered He did not threaten [meaning although Jesus could 
have brought about justice for Himself, he didn’t. And what did He do instead?] but continued 
entrusting Himself to the One who judges justly.” 
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Conclusion 
I don’t know where this finds you today.  For some of you, you find this whole story to 

be too much to begin with, b/c – for you - you’ve given in over the years to this neutered, 
liberal version of God that believes He would never judge anyone; He’s just about 
loving/blessing people, and David and Saul just needed to learn to get along better with one 
another.  As theologian Miroslav Volf wrote in his treatise on the Christian response to human 
suffering, that kind of belief can only survive in the quiet of a suburb where you’ve never 
experienced the kinds of horrors/injustices that much of the world experiences on a daily basis; 
for if God were not angry at sin/injustice and did nothing to bring about a final end to it, that 
God would not be worthy of our worship. 

For others, you want to embrace this but the pain of what you have suffered/currently 
suffering under is just so immense/personal that you can’t even imagine handing over the final 
ruling for those crimes to someone else. 
For others still, it’s b/c our past wounds have actually become so cherished to us that we don’t 
want to hand over justice to God, b/c then we might have to forgive and surrender the control 
we’ve had over that person who hurt us. 
 

How can we do truly do this, and do it from the heart?  As Saul rightly asked, “When a 
man finds his enemy, does he let him get away unharmed?” How is this surrendering of the 
right to take justice into our own hands like we see in the life of David even possible for regular 
people like us today? 

Well, on the one hand I believe it’s possible b/c – before describing how Jesus did it in 1 
Peter 2 - Peter tells us that Christ suffered this way for us in order to leave us an example so 
that we might follow in His steps; and the glorious hope of God’s word is that whatever Jesus 
calls you to He also enables you to do. 

But on the other hand, I believe you can do this for others who have wronged you b/c – 
don’t you see - this is exactly what God did for you, when you were His enemy.  As Paul writes 
in Romans 5:8,10 “But God demonstrates His own love for us in that while we were yet sinners, 
Christ died for us … For if, while we were enemies of God we were reconciled to God by the 
death of His Son, how much more, now that we are reconciled, shall we be saved by His life.” 
 

If you know that story I began with of Jean Valjean from Victor Hugo’s novel Les Miserables, 
you know it’s this powerful tale of the transformation that takes place when a guilty criminal is 
showed unmerited grace one night when he deserved nothing but justice; and who is so 
transformed by that act of grace that – years later – he’s then able to offer grace/freedom to 
the man who had been hunting him all these years. 

And whether we’re talking about David or Valjean, the equation remains the same: grace 
received is to result in grace given.  “Freely you have received,” Jesus told His disciples as He 
sent them out to be His witnesses, “freely give.” 
 


